Abstract
Introduction
The extensive development of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic (e.g. (8, 91) has led to a general methodology proposed by Zadeh [lo], computing with words. In computing with words the objects of computing are words rather than numbers, with words playing the role of labels of information granules. This methodology covers a wide range of applications of fuzzy systems including fuzzy decision making, optimization and fuzzy control [SI. An important element of computing with words is linguistic approximation that after translation of linguistic propositions into possibility distributions and approximate reasoning with the use of rules of inference retranslates an induced possibility distribution of a conclusion into a linguistic proposition [IO] . In other words linguistic approximation allows one to interpret the outputs (conclusions) of fuzzy systems in the linguistic terms.
Many methods of linguistic approximation have been developed and used in both fuzzy decision making [l, 3, 61 and fuzzy control [2] . These methods are usually based on sets of predefined primary terms (e.g. small, medium, large), linguistic modifiers or hedges (e.g. not, much, very, more or less) and their connectives (e.g. and, or) . For example Bonissone [l] has developed a linguistic approximation method based on feature extraction and pattern recognition techniques and used it in some problems of decision analysis and natural language processing. A more general approach to linguistic approximation has been proposed by Eshragh and Mamdani [3] that uses a combination of segments of the membership function with well defined characteristics. The segments are labeled with the use of linguistic modifiers of the generated primitive terms and the final approximation is a combination of these labels.
This technique has been demonstrated for a decision making application [3]. Similar principles have been used in linguistic approximation presented in [2] that considers only linguistic terms entering the inference mechanism of a linguistic fuzzy control system [2, 71. A linguistic approximation method based on the use of the principles of evolutionary computation where primary terms, modifiers and connectives are treated as elements of a genetic program has been proposed in [6].
In the existing linguistic approximation methods the primary linguistic terms are typically predefined as normal fuzzy subsets and are modified with the use of the linguistic modifiers preserving their normality. Therefore the generated linguistic labels correspond to a combination of normal fuzzy sets. However in many real-world applications of fuzzy systems such as decision making and fuzzy control the outputs (conclusions) are often provided as subnormal fuzzy sets or fuzzy sets with a number of subnormal segments. In such cases normalization andor ANDed labels commonly used in the existing linguistic approximation methods may cause some ambiguity of the generated labels. For example when a sub-normal fuzzy set (or a sub-normal segment) is normalized and linguistically approximated with the use of normal primary terms the assigned linguistic label may also describe other fuzzy sets having the same support. In addition a label assigned to a fuzzy set consisting of a number of subhormal segments does usually not differentiate between the segments with different subhormality levels. Therefore it seems desirable to consider sub-normality of the approximated fuzzy sets (or their segments) in linguistic approximation to improve 0-78034453-7/98 $10.00 0 1998 IEEE interpretability of the linguistic propositions generated for the normalized fuzzy sets. This paper addresses some aspects of linguistic approximation of subnormal fuzzy sets or fuzzy sets consisting of subhormal segments. After a preliminary discussion in section 2, an approach taking into account sub-normality of the fuzzy sets in linguistic approximation is proposed in section 3. The concluding remarks are presented in section 4.
Preliminary Discussion
The fundamental concept used in fuzzy systems and more generally in computing with words is a linguistic proposition [ S , 9, 101. A simple linguistic proposition takes the form "X is A " where Xis a variable over the universe of discourse U and A is a linguistic value corresponding to a fuzzy subset of U defined by a membership function pA.
The variable X has associated a possibility distribution de- into propositions expressed in a natural language, i.e. linguistic propositions. It involves the use of linguistic approximation that assigns a linguistic label to a given fuzzy set. The problem of linguistic approximation can be defmed as mapping from a set S of fuzzy subsets in a universe of discourse U, into a set of labels L, which are generated according to a grammar G and a vocabulary V [3] . Typically a solution of linguistic approximation is a linguistic description (label) LA composed of linguistic primary terms A , linguistic modifiers m and linguistic connectives c such that it is most suitable (meaningful) to describe a given fuzzy set (a possibility distribution of a linguistic variable). For example a given possibility distribution of a fuzzy set X in figure 1 describing temperature may be linguistically approximated to "Temperature is more less medium or very high", i.e. LA(X) = X i s (mlAl c m2A2) where X r Temperature, ml more less, A I E medium, m2 3 very, A2 = high and c = or.
A common feature of the linguistic approximation methods is that primary terms correspond to normal fuzzy subsets. Therefore in most cases when dealing with subnormal fuzzy sets (or segments) they are first normalized and then approximated with the normal primary terms [ 1, 21 or subnormal fuzzy sets are treated as intersection of normal fuzzy sets leading to the approximation with the ANDed labels [3] . Although these methods usually provide a sufficient approximation of simple fuzzy sets the approximation of more complex shapes may be less satisfactory. In particular, due to normalization of subnormal fuzzy sets the information about their sub-normality is not reflected in the generated linguistic labels causing possible ambiguity. For example two different fuzzy sets X I and X2 in figure 2 may have assigned the same linguistic label "medium" that does not reflect the different levels of their sub-normality. It is clear that this linguistic label may also describe other fuzzy sets, in particular fuzzy sets with the same support. As pointed by Eshragh and Mamdani [3] ANDed labels may also lead to ambiguity in some cases. For example a label "medium AND high" assigned to a fuzzy set X, in figure 2 may give an impression of some contradiction (e.g. "temperature is medium AND high"). Moreover this label again does not provide any information about sub-normality of the approximated fuzzy set and may also describe other fuzzy sets as in the previous example.
A complementary task to explicitation of linguistic propositions in computing with words is re-translation of induced conclusions in the form of possibility distributions Other examples are presented in figure 3. set X I (resp. X2) a segment corresponding to a term "medium" dominates (resp. is dominated by) 8 segment "high". Considering the above potential ambiguity problems it seems to be desirable to take into account also information about sub-normality of fuzzy sets and their segments in linguistic approximation to improve interpretability of the generated linguistic propositions.
Dealing with sub-normality in linguistic approximation
As mentioned above normalization of subnormal fuzzy sets (or segments) in linguistic approximation may lead to the loss of information about their sub-normality and relative importance of the segments. It would seem that the simplest solution for dealing with sub-nomal fuzzy sets in linguistic approximation might be the use of subnormal primitive terms that could match the approximated subhormal fuzzy sets. However it may considerably increase complexity of linguistic approximation because of the need to predefine a potentially large number of primitive terms for all considered sub-normality levels. Additionally linguistic interpretation of such terms may be very difficult. Therefore a more feasible approach might be to keep a relatively small set of normal primary terms and include an additional information reflecting sub-normality of the approximated fuzzy sets andor their segments in the generated linguistic labels. This information can be provided by assigning a measure reflecting quality of approximation to the generated linguistic label as follows: There are many measures in fuzzy set theory that may serve the purpose of a measure of the linguistic approximation quality considering sub-normality of the approximated fuzzy sets. The simplest measure is the height of a fuzzy set (and its segments), i.e.
h(A)
More complex measures can be based on a degree of equality of two fuzzy entities [4, 5, 111, i. e. a degree of matching between the approximated linguistic label and the original subnormal fuzzy set. Assuming good approximation of the normalized fuzzy sets these measures reflect sub-normality of the approximated fuzzy set. In general most of the existing approaches to determine a degree of equality for fuzzy quantities can be grouped in three classes depending on the underlying framework as follows [4]:
e Functional Ii-amework using distance measures between two real functions that take usually a general form of Minkowski r-metric as follows:
where depending on the parameter r it gives well-known distance functions such as the Hamming distance (r=l), Euclidean distance (~2 ) and Chebyshev distance ( Y = CO ). The measure of equality is taken as a complement of the normalized distance between two fuzzy sets (i.e. their membership functions).
Set-theoretic framework based on the fuzzy set characteristics such as cardinality and fuzzy set operations (e.g. union and intersection). Defining cardinality of a fuzzy set as Card( A ) = JA(x)czSc U the equality measure of two fuzzy sets can be calculated in a number of ways for example as follows: In general it can be observed that by providing an additional information about importance of segments and quality of linguistic approximation the approximation measures can enhance the meaning of the generated linguistic labels.
In all cases the approximation measures provide the results corresponding with our intuition and expectations. For example the results show that in linguistic approximation of XI (resp. X2) a segment corresponding to a label "more less medium" dominates (resp. is dominated by) a segment "very high". Considering the final approximation it can be observed that all measures except a simple height indicate that LA(&) is better than LA(Xl) confirming our expectations. On the other hand however it should be noted that these measures can reflect sub-normality of a fuzzy set (and its segments) when approximation of its normalized version is good. The height measure does not impose this requirement.
111).
Another example of a fuzzy set-based measure that can be used as a measure of equality of two fuzzy sets is the possibility measure defined as follows: Some aspects of linguistic approximation of subnormal fuzzy sets and fizzy sets consisting of subhormal segments have been discussed in this paper. An approach taking into account information reflecting subhormality of fuzzy sets in linguistic approximation has been proposed. It has been based on incorporating measures of quality of approximation into linguistic labels that may be generated with the use of the existing linguistic approximation methods. Assuming good approximation of the normalized fuzzy sets these measures reflect sub-normality of the approximated fuzzy set. A number of potential measures have been proposed and illustrated.
Introduction of the approximation measures enhances the meaning of the generated linguistic labels. They can provide an additional information about relative importance of segments in a fuzzy set and quality of its final linguistic approximation. All approximation measures considered in this paper have produced the results corresponding with our intuition and expectations. It should be noted however that the criteria for selection of the most appropriate measure remain an open question and would depend on the required type of information provided for interpretation.
Although the approximation measures can improve interpretability of linguistic approximation one may prefer to use linguistic descriptions rather than numbers to reflect the sublnormality of the approximated fuzzy sets. The current research is focused on investigation of a qualitative approach to linguistic approximation based on the use of re-translation rules complementary to the translation rules typically used during explicitation of linguistic propositions. A challenge there is to define meaningful retranslation rules such that they can reflect sub-normality of the approximated fizzy sets.
